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The ability to regulate energy transfer pathways through materials is an important goal of nan-
otechnology, as a greater degree of control is crucial for developing sensing, solar energy, and bioimag-
ing applications. Such control necessitates a toolbox of actuation methods that can direct energy
transfer based on user input. Here we propose a novel molecular exciton gate, analogous to a
traditional transistor, for controlling exciton migration in chromophoric systems. The gate may be
activated with an input of light or an input flow of excitons. Unlike previous gates and switches that
control exciton transfer, our proposal does not require isomerization or molecular rearrangement,
instead relying on excitation migration via the second singlet (S2) state of the gate molecule–hence
the system is named an “S2 exciton gate.” After presenting a set of system properties required for
proper function of the S2 exciton gate, we show how one would overcome the two possible chal-
lenges: short-lived excited states and suppression of false positives. Precision and error rates are
studied computationally in a model system with respect to excited-state decay rates and variations
in molecular orientation. Finally, we demonstrate that the S2 exciton gate gate can be used to pro-
duce binary logical AND, OR, and NOT operations, providing a universal excitonic computation
platform with a range of potential applications, including e.g. in signal processing for microscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Developing ways to reliably direct energy transfer on
the nanoscale would allow for the development of new
nanoscopic devices for bioimaging, photocatalysis, and
sensing. Here we propose a new type of elementary
component of such devices, an exciton gate, that uses
multiply-excited states to direct and control the flow of
excitons in organic molecules.

The concept of a gate is essential in many areas of
engineering and science. Ubiquitous gate-like devices in-
clude field effect transistors in computing, relays used in
larger electronics, and valves for controlling liquid flow
in civil engineering. The ability to regulate flow allows
one to direct the movement of energy and mass, or al-
lows one to build complex logic devices like the modern
computer. The concept is implementable beyond electri-
cal current and liquids. For instance, a number of ex-
otic media have been used to implement logic gates, no-
tably using DNA structures [1] and optical materials [2].
Many other nanoscopic transistor-like devices have been
theoretically proposed or experimentally implemented,
including single-molecule electrical transistors [3], light-
activated solid-state semiconductor excitonic gates [4, 5],
and so-called electrothermal transistors [6].

Several schemes have previously been developed for
controlling energy transfer in interacting chromophoric
systems [7], by developing switches that can be toggled
between an on state and an off state. Generally, previ-
ous methods exploit isomerization reactions [8, 9]. The
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molecule’s resulting conformation has a modified energy
gap, transition dipole orientation, and/or position. Be-
cause structural changes in the chromophores affect the
detuning and dipole–dipole coupling between the transi-
tions of two interacting chromophores, the energy trans-
fer speed and efficiency are changed. Isomerizations in
light-interacting molecules can be achieved by various
control inputs, including laser light [7], strain [10], or
pH change [11].

Structural isomerizations involve substantial rear-
rangement of the nuclear frame and thus generally oc-
cur on a timescale of picoseconds to hundreds of picosec-
onds [12]. A motivation for this work is to invent faster
gate actuation methods that avoid large-amplitude nu-
clear displacement, by using both the first and second
excited states of a relatively rigid molecule. Our strat-
egy may hold advantages over isomerization-based gating
techniques for the following reasons:

1. Our scheme may potentially yield faster gate
switching times,

2. Chemical systems which do not change shape in
uncontrollable ways may be easier to use in appli-
cations,

3. Commonly used isomerization reactions require
high-energy ultraviolet light, which may be dam-
aging to the exciton circuit or to nearby chemical
species,

4. The isomerization route allows for discrete binary
logic but not for a continuous transistor-like behav-
ior of “gain,” while our strategy may allow for both,
and
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5. Developing more general strategies for gate designs
will increase the likelihood that designs can be
found for arbitrary applications.

In this theoretical study, we introduce an “exciton
gate” in which an exciton behaves as the fluid or cur-
rent, and the control input is provided by external light
or by the flow of auxiliary excitons. The gate itself is a
molecule considered to be “off” in its ground singlet state
(S0) and “on” in its first excited singlet state (S1). As
described in Section II, when the gate is turn on, excita-
tion energy flows through the second singlet state (S2),
while no current flows when the gate is off.

Because this design allows for binary logic and exciton
signal processing, we anticipate that one potential appli-
cation of this “S2 exciton gate” will be as a building block
in a new class of biomarkers. For instance, one would be
able to use external light to probe the truth of a logical
clause like “a AND NOT b OR (c AND NOT d),” where
binary variables a through d denote the presence of a
specific macromolecule or a particular molecular confor-
mation. Arithmetic, including addition and subtraction,
can also be carried out with these same logical opera-
tions.

The development of excitonic circuits may allow for
multiplexing and conditional (e.g. logic-based) signals
that were not possible before. More complex circuits may
allow a small number of dyes to have a large number of
input-dependent outputs. For example, if one can control
four independent exciton gates in a circuit, in principle
this provides up to 24 = 16 unique output signals, which
may be one way to escape the line width limitations [13]
arising from using one dye per output variable, while us-
ing even fewer dyes. Other more exotic applications may
include complex directed photocatalyis, phototherapeu-
tics, chemical sensing, or new experimental methods for
studying the behavior of excitonic systems such as pho-
tosynthetic complexes.

A successful experimental implementation of an S2 ex-
citon gate scheme involves two major challenges, which
we demonstrate how to overcome in this theoretical
study. The gate’s operation and the two main imple-
mentation obstacles are given in Section II and viable
molecular candidates are discussed in Section III. Multi-
ple designs for binary logic operations are given in Sec-
tion IV. Errors due to imprecise molecular orientations
are discussed in Section V. Model simulations are then
presented in Section VI before concluding remarks are
given in Section VII.

II. S2 EXCITON GATE

Consider three molecules, denoted C, G, and E (labels
in this paper are chosen in analogy to the bipolar junc-
tion transistor’s (BJT) electrodes, in which C and E refer
to collector and base). G will be called the gate molecule,
while C and E are the input and output molecules, re-
spectively.

FIG. 1: Schematic of the S2 exciton gate concept. C,
G, and E denote organic molecules. States g and e are

electronic singlet ground and excited states,
respectively. States 0, 1, and 2 are the ground, first
excited singlet, and second excited singlet states of

molecule G. The exciton gate is OFF (top) when G is
in its ground state G0. In this case, the energy levels

forbid an exciton on C from migrating through G.
Conversely, the exciton gate is ON (bottom) when G is
in state G1. Because the energy gap ε[G2]− ε[G1] is less

than or on resonance with ε[Ce]− ε[Cg], energy can
now flow through G via the G2 state. There are two
main challenges that are the likely reasons for this

scheme not having been hitherto proposed or
implemented: (a) one must suppress multiple undesired
transfer processes, e.g. from G1 to Ce and (b) one must
use molecules with relatively long-lived second excited

singlet states. The present theoretical paper
demonstrates how both challenges can be overcome.

The molecular electronic states are denoted as follows.
In molecule C, Cg is the ground state and Ce is the
first excited singlet state. In G, the G0 is the ground
state, G1 is the first excited singlet state, and G2 is the
second excited singlet state. To simplify notation, G0,
G1, and G2 are also to be referred to as 0, 1, and 2, re-
spectively. Eg and Ee are the ground and first excited
singlet states of molecule E. ε[A] denotes the energy of
state A, and µ[Ayx], with norm µ̂[Ayx], denotes the transi-
tion dipole between molecule A’s two electronic states x
and y. V [Ayx, B

z
w] denotes the dipole–dipole interaction

between molecule A’s x→ y transition and molecule B’s
w → z transition. Hence V determines the rate at which
an excitation transfer between two electronic states.

These molecules are chosen such that ε[Ce] − ε[Cg]
is less than ε[G1] − ε[G0] (see Figure 1), and such
that ε[Ce] − ε[Cg] is greater than or on resonance with
ε[G2] − ε[G1]. Consider the system starting in state
(Ce,G0, Eg). In this OFF state, energy alignment pre-
vents the exciton from moving through molecule G. How-
ever, if the initial state is (Ce,G1, Eg), the system is in
the ON state, and the exciton may migrate through the
G2 state and onto the Ee state.

Certain design advantages are immediately apparent.
The first is that, for most organic molecules, the S1–
S2 gap tends to be smaller than the S0–S1 gap. The
second advantage is the enormous molecular space from
which one can choose dyes with appropriate properties,
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including energy gaps, transition dipole strengths, and
exciton decay times. Third, it is not necessary to consider
complex quantum effects and delocalization. In other
words, the scheme can function in the incoherent Förster
regime.

Though our proposed gating concept is conceptually
very simple, we think that the reason it has not been
previously proposed is that two significant roadblocks to
a viable design are clear from the outset. The first is
that the vast majority of organic molecules have short-
lived S2 states (0.1 to 10 picoseconds [14]), as internal
conversion normally causes fast decay to the first excited
(S1) state. This behavior is related to the well-known
rule of Kasha [15], which states that fluorescence tends
to be observed only from the S1 state. Undesired decay
can also occur via intersystem crossing to a triplet state.
Fortunately there are known dye classes for which longer-
lived S2 states are possible, as discussed in Section III.
Additionally, faulty but possibly useful gates may realiz-
able even using dyes with quite average S2 lifetimes, as
shown via simulations in Section VI.

The second roadblock is the problem of suppressing un-
desired additional exciton transfer pathways. Most im-
portant to consider is an exciton moving from the G1
to the Ee state (Figure 2). Since an excitation can end
up in Ce without Ce ever having been populated, the
process leads to a certain probability of false positives.
Here we describe briefly how this undesired transfer can
be suppressed, before elaborating further in Section V.

In the incoherent Förster regime, transfer rates are pa-
rameterized by two quantities: the overlap integral be-
tween the donor emission and the acceptor absorption
spectra, and the relative orientation of the two transi-
tion dipoles [16]. (The overlap integral of course de-
pends implicitly on the energy gaps and transition dipoles
strengths of the two dyes.) The orientation factor κ is
defined as

κ = µ̂D · µ̂A − 3(µ̂D · r̂)(µ̂A · r̂) (1)

where µ̂D and µ̂A are unit vectors of the donor and
acceptor transition dipole moments, respectively, and r̂
is the unit vector for the displacement between the donor
and acceptor. In the dipole-dipole approximation, when
κ = 0 there is no energy transfer. The range of κ is
from -2 to +1. Because κ=0 is allowed, one can elimi-
nate transfer between two exciton states, assuming one
has control over dipole orientations. In a planar orien-
tation, κ = 0 occurs at the so-called magic angle of ap-
proximately 54.7◦. Until recently, precise control of the
relative orientations would be impossible. Fortunately,
recent developments in nanoscale design provide promis-
ing methods for implementing orientational constraints
(see Section V).

In order to design an ideal exciton gate, several en-
ergy gaps must be aligned and multiple transfer processes
must be suppressed. In summary, the following condi-
tions must be met:

FIG. 2: Schematic of competing rates in the exciton
gate, where k’s denote transfer rate and γ’s denote

decay rates. An optimal gate design yields k1E and all
γ as small as possible.

1. ε[Ce]−ε[Cg] < ε[G1]−ε[G0]. C’s S0-S1 energy gap
must be smaller than G’s S0-S1 gap.

2. ε[Ce] − ε[Cg] ≥ ε[G2] − ε[G1]. C’s S0-S1 energy
gap must be greater than or on resonance with G’s
S1-S2 gap.

3. ε[G2] − ε[G1] ≥ ε[Ee] − ε[Eg]. G’s S1-S2 energy
gap must be greater than or on resonance with E’s
S0-S1 gap.

4. V [Cge , G
1
0] = 0. Suppress transfer from G1 to Ce.

5. V [G1
0, E

e
g ] = 0. Suppress transfer from G1 to Ee.

6. V [Ceg , G
2
1] 6= 0. Appreciable transfer needed be-

tween state (Ce,G1) and state (Cg,G2).

7. V [G2
1, E

e
g ] 6= 0. Appreciable transfer needed be-

tween state (G2, E0) and state (G1, Ee).

Note that these conditions lead to the implicit (redun-
dant) condition that µ̂[G1

0] 6= µ̂[G2
1], i.e. the transition

dipole for G0 → G1 must point in a different direction
than G1→ G2.

III. CHOOSING GATE DYES

There are tens of thousands of dyes from which to
choose molecules C and E, absorbing and emitting at
virtually any visible frequency. These dyes are com-
mercially available and cataloged, and the energy levels
simply need to be lined up according to the design con-
straints.

It is more difficult to choose an appropriate gate
molecule, G. It is important to reiterate that, though
the first experimental implementations of an S2 exciton
gate will likely produce imperfect and lossy gates, even
a very lossy exciton gate may be useful in applications
(see Section VI). Still, candidates with S2 states that
are longer-lived than 10 ps are the best candidates for G
molecules, but such molecule likely comprise a very small
fraction of the full molecular space. However, it has been
estimated that the number of small molecules that can be
made from 30 atoms may exceed 1060 [17], many of which
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may be as good or better than the candidates discussed
below. It appears that small symmetric molecules are
the most promising option, as there are already known
classes of such molecules that violate Kasha’s rule.

There are in fact a number of promising known
molecule classes, which we summarize here. This list is
meant as a guide for choosing appropriate S2 molecules
in the future, including via high-throughput screening
[18]. Note that one investigative difficulty is that there
are absorption (i.e. S1-related information) profiles for
many dyes, but the literature does not contain nearly as
many molecules whose S2 states have been studied (e.g.
via transient absorption spectroscopy).

Azulene derivatives. Azulene was one of the first
molecules to exhibit substantial fluorescence from the S2
→ S0 transition [19]. Many derivatives that show the
same effect have since been synthesized [20–23]. This S2
fluorescence violates Kasha’s rule, which states that an
S2 state decays to S1 very quickly, such that fluorescence
is seen only from the S1 state. Azulene’s S2 lifetime is
approximately 1 nanosecond, its S1 lifetime is relatively
short at approximately 1 picosecond, and theoretical cal-
culations have shown that both S0 → S1 and S1 → S2
transitions are appreciable and are of similar orders of
magnitude [24]. However, synthesizing additional azu-
lene derivatives with new functional groups may lead to
a dye in which both S1 and S2 states have lifetime that
exceed 10 or even 100 ps, while providing a method for
tuning the energy gaps. But even a short-lived S1 state
such as azulene’s would be very amenable to the four-
molecule gate construction given in Section IV, because
the S1 state is continually being populated by a steady-
state stream of excitons.

Polyenes with C2h symmetry may be viable can-
didates, as some such molecules have been shown to vi-
olate Kasha’s rule [25–27]. However, the character and
ordering of the excited states is strongly structure- and
substitution-dependent, and there is still some contro-
versy in the interpretation of the experimental and com-
putational results for some prototypical polyenes. At the
same time, the structure dependence may be a useful
source of variety in generating viable candidates.

Molecules with charge-transfer (CT) excited
states may be promising as well, since their metastable
excited states are often longer-lived than non-CT ex-
cited states. However, transition dipole moments for CT
states are usually smaller than non-CT transitions. Be-
cause long-range charge transfer excitations are usually
accompanied by a significant rearrangement of the nu-
clear frame [12, 14], the transition dipoles of excitation
and de-excitation may not be equal. This may require
a change in the orientational constraints for the gate de-
sign, since the original constrains assumed an equal ex-
citation and de-excitation transition dipole.

Coherent heterodimer. Assuming one had precise
geometric control, an encouraging route is to create a
single strongly interacting dimer to behave as a gate
molecule. This allows one to tune the positions of the

excited states directly, by choosing the relative distance,
the orientations, and the dyes themselves. One can show
that such a scheme must use a heterodimer, because in
the case of a homodimer, the µ[G1

0] and µ[G2
1] transi-

tion dipoles are oriented in the same direction [28], which
would violate the constraints. Further details for a dimer
design of G are provided in Appendix B.
Screening. Keeping the above classes of molecules

in mind, it is possible to screen a large library of can-
didates, as has been done for a variety of other appli-
cations, for example in developing organic light emitting
diodes [18]. We have performed a screening of analy-
sis of one class of compounds, as described in Appendix
D. As with other screening protocols, here molecules
are filtered out based on successive criteria, with the
more computationally demanding calculations reserved
for smaller pools of molecules that satisfy the computa-
tionally cheaper to calculate criteria. A scoring function
would rates molecules based on (a) appreciable S0 → S1
and S1→ S2 transitions, (b) S0→ S1 and S1→ S2 tran-
sition dipoles having nonidentical orientations relative to
each other, (c) both energy gaps being in the visible range
(as background infrared noise would interfere with the
gate’s function, and ultraviolet light tends to damage or-
ganic molecules), (d) no easily accessible triplet states in
the vicinity of the relevant energies in order to avoid in-
tersystem crossing, and (e) S1 and S2 states as long-lived
as possible, based in part on the accessibility of nearby
conical intersections [29–31].

In an initial screening procedure for this study, we de-
veloped a first-pass scoring function that rates molecules
based on criteria (a) through (d). For a highly restricted
dataset of just 180 azulene-like molecules, we found 40
reasonable candidates for G molecules. Further details
are provided in Appendix D.

Once a library of gate molecules is found, the appro-
priate C and E partners for each gate molecule can be
trivially found from large known dye libraries, based on
the required band gaps for the C and E molecules.

IV. UNIVERSAL LOGIC GATE SETS

In this section we provide designs for organic exciton
logic gates, in analogy to traditional solid-state tran-
sistors. Consider the NPN bipolar junction transistor
(BJT), though the analogy is appropriate for other tran-
sistors including field-effect transistors. The transistor
itself is like the S2 exciton gate (G molecule). The col-
lector (C) terminal can be compared to our C molecule,
and the emitter (E) terminal to our E molecule. In the
BJT, the base (B) terminal is the input that “switches”
the gate on, allowing current to flow.

One may activate the gate molecule by shining light
with frequency on resonance with G’s S0-S1 gap. We
call this the three-molecule construction. In this case,
it can be said that the light source behaves as the base
(B) terminal. One drawback of using light to activate
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FIG. 3: Bottom Left: Symbol for a bipolar junction
transistor, with emitter (E), base (B) and collector (C)

electrodes. Top left: Symbol for an S2 exciton gate.
Center: Three-molecule construction, with incident

light (denoted by a blue line and asterisk) controlling
the gate molecule G. Right: Four-molecule

construction, with exciton flow from molecule B
providing control of the gate. B may be pumped by a

light source, analogously to the pumping that is
performed in a three-level laser to produce high

population in the first excited state.

the gate is that it is not possible (even theoretically) to
achieve a steady-state population greater than 50% in
the excited state G1, by directly pumping the state with
light [32].

To overcome this low-population limitation and reach
arbitrarily high populations of ON states, the base ter-
minal may instead be mimicked by a fourth molecule,
molecule B, that feeds excitons into the S2 gate. We

call this the four-molecule construction. The exciton mi-
grates from the Be state (B’s S1 state) to the G1 state.
This fourth molecule may itself be activated by an ex-
ternal light source, or by an exciton flowing from yet
another set of chromophores (Figure 3). In other words,
in the four-molecule construction the B molecule would
be “pumped,” in the same way that a three-level laser is
pumped to provide population inversion.

This fourth molecule necessitates additional con-
straints. In addition to those outlined above, these con-
straints are necessary:

8. ε[Be] − ε[Bg] ≥ ε[G1] − ε[G0]. B’s S0–S1 energy
gap must be greater than or on resonance with G’s
S0–S1 gap. .

9. V [Beg , G
2
1] = 0. Suppress transfer from Be to G2.

10. V [Beg , C
e
g ] = 0. Suppress transfer from Be to Ce.

11. V [Beg , E
e
g ] = 0. Suppress transfer from Be to Ee.

12. V [Beg , G
1
0] 6= 0. Appreciable transfer needed be-

tween states Be and G1.

The S2 exciton gate can be used to create a set of
universal binary logic operations. Figure 4 shows how
one would create the AND, OR, and NOT gates, from
which all other binary operators can be made. To connect
the gates, the output exciton from one S2 exciton gate
may be used as input to the next exciton gate. In other
words, one gate molecule can serve as either the C or B
molecule of the next gate.

With these three operations, one can implement uni-
versal binary logic, which in principle can in turn be
used for computations ranging from solving boolean sat-
isfiability problems to performing arithmetic. (Univer-
sal classical computation is possible with only AND and
NOT, or with only OR and NOT.)

We first design binary operations that are the direct
analogues of the BJT implementations AND, OR, and
NOT operations. We call these “Type A” constructions.
Next we show alternative constructions, which are more
tailored to the S2 exciton gate, which we call “Type
B” constructions. The Type B constructions use fewer
molecules, and hence require fewer geometric constraints.

In early experimental implementations, all of these op-
erations are likely to have imperfect fidelities, due to in-
correct orientations and nonzero decay rates. However,
even imperfect gates may find applications, as demon-
strated in Section VI.

The NOT implementations merit additional discus-
sion. Type A is entirely analogous to a traditional tran-
sistor’s NOT scheme, but in the excitonic case it would
be leaky even if the excited-state lifetimes were infinite
and the orientations were perfect. This is because there
is always a non-zero probability that the exciton from
the top-left molecule migrates to the OUT molecule, even

when G is turned on. This migration from C to OUT can
be suppressed by making the C − G2 interaction much
stronger than the C–OUT interaction, but even in theory
the operation cannot be perfect. Both AND types, both
OR types, and the Type B NOT implementation, on the
other hand, would in principle have perfect fidelity un-
der the ideal conditions of infinite lifetimes and perfect
orientations.

The Type B NOT operation does not use the same ex-
citon gate as before. This operation is itself an exciton
gate similar to our initial 3-molecule C −G− E exciton
gate. Unlike the original exciton gate, the Type B NOT
gate transfers energy via the S1 state, and the S2 state
is used to suppress transfer. The excitation is allowed to
transfer from C to E via the G1 state–this is just stan-
dard FRET (Förster resonant energy transfer) transfer
via the S1 states of each of the three molecules. Hence
when G begins in the G0 state, the input is binary-0, and
the output is 1 (= NOT 0), denoted by population in the
Ee state. On the other hand, the state G2 corresponds
to an input of 1, which suppresses transfer and produces
an output of 0 (= NOT 1), e.g. E remains in its ground
state. Quite different from the S2 exciton gate, the Type
B NOT operation requires the following constraints:

(a) ε[Ce]−ε[Cg] ≥ ε[G1]−ε[G0]. C’s S0–S1 gap is greater
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FIG. 4: Schematics of the exciton binary logic gates AND, OR, and NOT. The blue line and asterisk denote input of
light. The OUT terminal may connect to a fluorescing molecule, or to an additional binary operation as part of a
larger circuit. Universal computation is achievable with AND and NOT gates alone, or with OR and NOT gates

alone. For each binary operation, Type A mimics one particular construction (of many) of a traditional electronic
transistor-based operation, while Type B is a schematic that is unique to excitonic computation and requires fewer

resources.

than or on resonance with G’s S0–S1 gap.

(b) ε[G1]−ε[G0] ≥ ε[Ee]−ε[Eg]. G’s S0–S1 gap is greater
than or on resonance with E’s S0–S1 gap.

(c) V [Ceg , G
1
0] > 0. Appreciable transfer needed between

states Ce and G1.

(d) V [G1
0, C

e
g ] > 0. Appreciable transfer needed from G1

to Ce.

(e) V [G2
0, C

e
g ] = 0. Transfer is suppressed from G2 to

Ce.

(f) V [G2
0, E

e
g ] = 0. Transfer is suppressed from G2 to

Ee.

(g) G2 decays nearly exclusively directly to G0. If G2
instead decayed via G1, then state G1 would trans-
fer to Ee, leading to a false positive. Azulene and

its derivatives are again promising candidates, as G2
decays primarily to the ground state.

Constraints (e) and (f) can again be satisfied either by
magic orientations or by choosing molecules that yield
zero absorption-emission overlap between the two transi-
tions. In the limit of ideal conditions, this makes it possi-
ble to implement a NOT gate of perfect fidelity, unlike in
the case of the Type A NOT operation. As before, the G
molecule of the Type B NOT operation can be activated
by pumping an auxiliary B molecule.

V. ERRORS AND ORIENTATIONAL
CONSTRAINTS

Consider constraints 4 and 5 (V [Cge , G
1
0]= 0 and

V [G1
0, E

e
g ]= 0). Each of these transition pairs must be
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either detuned such that the emission-absorption overlap
is nearly zero, or the value of κ must be near zero. (Note
also that the implicit condition µ̂[01] 6= µ̂[12] need not be
met if both transition pairs are substantially detuned.)
When two dipoles are planar, the angle at which κ = 0
is called the magic angle. If neither of these two dipole
pairs are detuned, then κ ought to be near zero for both
pairs. This is achievable even in a planar configuration.

Until recent years, it would be virtually impossible to
control molecular orientation. However, advancements in
synthetic methods to control the nanoscale have placed
precise nanoscopic control within reach. DNA nanotech-
nology, also called DNA origami, is likely the most vi-
able option. Not only has DNA been used to produce a
variety of arbitrary shapes and patterns [33], there are
also a variety of attachment sites available [34], which
provides many options for placing a molecule in a pre-
cise orientation. It may be possible to use other tunable
nanoscopic methods as well, such as metal-organic frame-
works [35] and configurations similar to donor-bridge-
acceptor molecules [36].

Note that, because tuning κ for various pairs depends
on orientations but not distances, the number of degrees
of freedom in the problem is NDOF = 4m−5−NC , where
m > 1 is the number of molecules and NC is the number
of constraints (i.e. the number of pairs for which κ = 0).
Every new molecule yields a new distance unit vector r̂
and transition dipole vector µ̂, each of which introduces
new azimuthal and polar angles. Hence four additional
orientational (i.e. angular) DOFs are introduced per new
molecule. NDOF = 7 for the three-molecule construction,
since the number of constraints NC = 2.

It is trivial to meet conditions 4 and 5 simultane-
ously, by assuming a planar arrangement for all tran-
sition dipoles. In the general non-planar case, there is
a multidimensional manifold (because NDOF = 7) over
which both conditions are met, which we call the magic
manifold. This continuum of many allowable orientations
provides multiple routes for synthesizing a viable S2 gate.

If the fourth “base” molecule B is included, then con-
ditions 10, 11, and 9 must be met as well. This yields
NDOF = 11 from NC = 5, which again provides a mul-
tidimensional magic manifold that allow for many pos-
sible configurations. And, as mentioned previously, a
constraint can be eliminated if the absorption/emission
overlap between two molecules in zero. Appendix C con-
tains a simple analysis of the exciton gate’s robustness
to deviations from the magic angle, in the model case of
two chromophores.

We note that classical error correction [37], an indis-
pensable subfield of computer science, may be useful in
mitigating imperfections in excitonic cicuits, especially if
one were to create particularly complex circuits.

VI. TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE
SIMULATIONS

In this section we perform numerical simulations of
error-prone exciton gates. First we consider the tran-
sient case, in which certain states are assumed to have
initial excitations, and the system is propagated without
external input. Next we simulate the steady state, in
which there is a continuous external light input.

In the transient case, Bayes’ theorem can be used to
determine the likelihood that a true positive, false posi-
tive, true negative, or false positive has occurred. Con-
sider our three-molecule exciton gate system consisting
of molecules C, G, and E. We consider the effects of
G’s decay rate γ, set to the same value for G2 → G1
and G1 → G0, as well as ku, which is the rate of un-
desired transfer from G1 to Ee, arising due to imperfect
geometric constraints. These are studied in terms of ra-
tios relative to k, which is the rate of each of the desired
energy transfer processes.

In our simple gate example, a positive signal (“+”)
denotes molecule E fluorescing, and a negative (“−”) de-
notes no signal from molecule E. Assuming an ideal gate,
the “correct” result would either be ON (“1”) or OFF
(“0”). We consider two initial states, both with E in the
ground state. Initial state (Ce,G0) ought to produce a
negative, or “0” result, while initial state (Ce,G1) ought
to produce a positive, or “1.” P (1|+) denotes the proba-
bility of a true positive, i.e. the probability that the gate
would have fluoresced in the ideal case, given that the ac-
tual signal was positive. For true positives, for instance,
Bayes theorem yields:

P (1|+) =
P (+|1)P (1)

P (+|1)P (1) + P (+|0)P (0)
. (2)

P (0|+), P (1|−), and P (0|−) denote probabilities for a
false positive, false negative, and true negative, respec-
tively. We assume a uniform prior such that P (0) =
P (1) = 1

2 . P (+|0), P (+|1), P (−|0), and P (−|1) are de-
termined from simulations. Additional numerical details
of the rate model are given in Appendix A.

Results for the transient case are shown in Figure 5.
A higher decay rate naturally leads to fewer positive sig-
nals, which adversely affects the true negative rate. Con-
versely, the probability of a true positive is relatively ro-
bust to decay rate, at the expense of an increased number
of false negatives.

The undesired transfer rate ku has the opposite effect,
as true negatives are quite robust to ku while true pos-
itives are not. Intuitively, this is because the undesired
transfer increases the number of false positives.

In the steady-state analysis, we simulated a Type A
AND operation, with steady light input provided for the
two logical inputs. This numerical experiment provides
some insight into how robust a logical operation in a true
excitonic circuit is, with respect to errors. We studied
this operation because it is the most complex of the six
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FIG. 5: Results for a transient numerical rate model of
the three-molecule construction of an S2 exciton gate.
ku is the rate of undesired transfer processes that were
meant to be suppressed by controlled orientations, and

γ is the decay rate of the excitations on the gate
molecule. Two initial conditions were simulated:

(Ce,G0), which for an ideal gate ought produce a
negative signal, and (Ce,G1), which ought to produce a

positive signal. This is a transient simulation in the
sense that there is no input of light after the initial

condition is set. Results show that greater ku increases
the false positive rate, and greater γ increases the false

negative rate.

binary operations in Figure 3, and hence is likely to be
the least robust to errors. Results are shown in Figure
6. Binary inputs x and y are set to “1” by pumping
the appropriate molecule with light, while the molecule
directly above the first gate molecule (“AND Type A” in
Figure 4) is always pumped.

For the parameter ranges shown, different error param-
eters (γ and ku) produce different relative probabilities of
an exciton reaching the final molecule. n the simulations,
we set kmigr = k, where kmigr is the rate at which the
exciton migrates on to the next molecule in the exciton
circuit. For the molecules that are pumped, the excita-
tion rate and decay rate are arbitrarily set to 0.4 and
0.2, respectively. Undesired transfers occur from each G
molecule’s S1 state to its output molecule’s S1 state.

This steady-state numerical result corresponds to the
following hypothetical rudimentary application. Con-
sider two macromolecules whose presence in solution we
are interested in determining. We are interested only in
whether both species are present–hence the AND oper-
ation. The two macromolecules have been tagged with
appropriate chromophores to complete the AND circuit,
and will attach to the exciton circuit via complementary
DNA origami strands, to complete the circuit while in the
proper orientation. We can observe whether both tagged
species are present, by shining continuous light and mea-

suring the intensity of emission. The results show similar
trends to those of the transient simulation: higher γ in-
creases false negative rates, while higher ku increases false
positive rates.

The purpose of this steady-state analysis is to deter-
mine whether an experiment would be able to be dif-
ferentiate between a true ON result and a true OFF
result, where x and y are inputs to the AND opera-
tion. Because the largest errors occur in the case of
(x,y)=(0,1), for a worst-case comparison we plot the quo-
tient of (x,y)=(0,1) and (1,1). For the range of parame-
ters shown, the two signals would be distinguishable be-
cause they would emit substantially different intensities
(a smaller number on the bottom plot of Figure 6 means
that the signals are more easily distinguished). The error
trends are the same as the true positive case discussed
above. These numerical results demonstrate that very
substantial decay rates and undesired processes’ rates
(the latter coming from imprecisions in orientational con-
straints) can still produce S2 exciton gates that make up
useful excitonic circuits.

Note that FRET transfer rates can easily be made to
lie within 1 to 10 picoseconds. (Exciton transfer can be
substantially faster than 1 ps, but such a high rate would
probably arise from the coherent regime, under which the
energy levels may change, which makes the design con-
straints more complex.) Our numerical results show that
an S2 exciton gate can function even when γ and k are
of similar orders of magnitude. Since typical internal
conversion rates are on the order of 0.1 to 10 picosec-
onds, these numerics suggests that even dyes that we
might have naively considered to be poor candidates for
G molecules–perhaps a dye with an S2→ S1 decay times
of 10 ps–may in fact form exciton gates with acceptable
fidelities.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the design of an exciton gate that
can be used to control exciton transfer through organic
chromophoric systems, and showed theoretically how it
may be used to create excitonic binary logic operations.
The gate allows energy to flow through its S2 excited
state but not its S1 excited state. The two main chal-
lenges to overcome in an experimental implementation
are short-lived S2 states and the generation of false posi-
tives because of poor control over molecular orientations.
With careful choice of gate molecules as well as precise
placement of the relative orientations of the species, an
experimental demonstration is possible. This design may
lead to applications in microscopy, photocatalysis, and
chemical sensing.
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FIG. 6: Even highly imperfect exciton gates can be
useful, as long as the difference in intensity between ON
and OFF outputs can be easily distinguished. Here we
perform a steady state simulation of an imperfect AND

gate (Type A). γ is the decay rate on the gate
molecules, and ku is the rate of undesired transfer from
a G1 state to an E1 state. Top: Logical AND gate for
the four unique two-bit inputs, where the steady-state
population on the output chromophore is plotted. This
can be interpreted as the fluorescence intensity from an
output molecule. Bottom: The quotient of transferred

population, between (x,y) inputs (0,1) and (1,1), is
plotted. For most values shown, the difference in

intensity would make it easy to distinguish between true
positives and false positives.
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Appendix A: Numerical details

We use a simple rate model to study the effect of de-
cay and transfer rates. The model includes just three
processes: exciton decay, light-induced pumping to the
excited state, and exciton transfer. Transfer is assumed
to take place via incoherent Förster hopping, though in
the future it would be possible to extend the model to
the quantum regime, using an open quantum systems
formalism such as the Lindblad equation [38].

In defining the state space, naively one may expect the
following to be sufficient:

x =



Cg
Ce
0
1
2
Eg
Ee


(A1)

However, it is clear that such a state space would not
allow for conditional probabilities. For example, there
would not be two separate matrix elements that distin-
guish between (Ce, 1)→ (Cg, 2) and (Ce, 0)→ (Cg, 2).

Instead, a Hilbert-like space is required in order to
properly design operators. For the three-molecule con-
struction, the state space would be defined as

x =

[
Cg
Ce

]
⊗

0
1
2

⊗ [Eg
Ee

]
(A2)

Appendix B: Heterodimer design

It may be possible to design a gate (G) molecule using
two coherently interacting dyes (the dimer itself would
behave as one G molecule). This would allow for tunable
energy levels and tunable relative orientations between
µ̂[G1

0] and µ̂[G2
1], assuming one has strong control over

the orientation and positions of the dimer. A heterodimer
is required, since a homodimer would produce parallel
transition dipole moments, which would violate the geo-
metric constraints. The following equations [28] describe
the excited states of a strongly interacting dimer, where
J is the exciton coupling, ε denotes an energy, θ is called
the mixing angle, and ~µ denotes the transition dipole
vector. Labels a and b denote the monomer, φ and χ
denote the singly excited delocalized states, ee denotes
the doubly excited state.
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tan2θ =
2J

εa − εb
(B1)

|φ〉 = cosθ|eg〉+ sinθ|ge〉
|χ〉 = −sinθ|eg〉+ cosθ|ge〉
|ee〉 = |ee〉

(B2)

εφ =
εa + εb

2
− εa − εb

2
sec2θ

εχ =
εa + εb

2
+
εa − εb

2
sec2θ

εee = εa + εb

(B3)

~µφ = ~µacosθ + ~µbsinθ

~µχ = −~µasinθ + ~µbcosθ

~µφ−ee = ~µasinθ + ~µbcosθ

~µχ−ee = ~µacosθ − ~µbsinθ

(B4)

Decoherence and relaxation [16, 38] would need to be
considered while designing such a dimer. Also note that
it would be most useful to choose monomers that have
dark S2 states, as this would help prevent exciton transfer
from the |ee〉 (doubly excited) state to an S2 monomer
state.

This design of course produces three excited states
(|φ〉, |χ〉, and |ee〉), whereas our ideal gate molecule G
ought to have two excited states. This can be dealt with
in one of two ways. First, the molecules may be spatially
arranged such that the first transition is dark: ~µφ = 0
(i.e., ~µacosθ = −~µbsinθ). Hence just one intermediate
state (|χ〉) would be accessible from the ground state,
from which the |ee〉 state is accessible. Gate imperfec-
tions may arise if the intermediate state decays to the
dark state |φ〉 and gets stuck there. The second option
is to ensure that the energy gap in molecule C is smaller
than εφ (preventing FRET to |φ〉) but greater than the
gap between |χ〉 and |ee〉.

Appendix C: Relationship Between Transfer Rates
and Orientation Factor κ

In the dipole-dipole approximation, the FRET trans-
fer rate between two molecular electronic states (labelled
process j) is proportional to the square of κ divided by
the inter-chromophore distance (R) to the sixth power,

kj ∝
κ2j
R6
j

. (C1)

To obtain a rough general estimate for how much κ
may be allowed to deviate from zero, we compare the rate
of desired transfer, k, to the rate of undesired transfer,

ku. We assume that R is the same for both rates. Addi-
tionally, Figure 6 suggests that ku/k may be as high as
0.15 for an AND Type A operation, while still allowing
for a clear distinction between the steady-state signal of
a binary-on and binary-off.

Here we arbitrarily choose to calculate limits for κu
(the orientation factor associated with the undesired
transfer process) for κ2 values of 1 and 4, where κ is the
desired transfer’s orientation factor. Note that κ2 > 1 for
nearly half of the domain of θ (defined below), making
this a useful pair of values for determining the conditions
under which ku/k ≤ 0.15.

Inserting ku/k ≤ 0.15 into Equation C1 yields a limit
for the undesired transfer’s κu of ±0.39 and ±0.77, as-
suming the desired transfer’s κ2 values of 1 and 4, re-
spectively. These are surprisingly permissive bounds,
suggesting that it will not require particularly precise
nanoscopic methods to synthesize structures with a suf-
ficiently small κu.

It is instructive to further investigate κu’s dependence
on explicit geometric changes. To simplify the analysis,
we assume that for each energy transfer process, the two
transition dipoles sit on the x-axis, and both dipoles have
the same angle θ relative to the x-axis. This allows us
to obtain an estimate by modifying just one degree of
freedom. Under these constraints, for arbitrary process
j,

κj = 1− 3cos(θj)
2. (C2)

For κu values of -.77, -.39, +.39, and +.77, Equation
C2 yields θu (angle for the two transition dipoles that de-
fine the undesired transfer) values of 39.8◦, 47.1◦, 63.2◦,
73.9◦, respectively. (Note that the magic angle, at which
κ=0, is 54.7◦.) This provides a window of either 16◦ or
34◦, when considering just the first quadrant of the unit
circle. Since Equation C2 crosses the origin four times
for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 360, this window of of allowable θu appears
four times over the unit circle.

In conclusion, this appendix has demonstrated that
the transition dipoles’ orientational requirements are cer-
tainly within reach. Still, the deeper the excitonic circuit
is the more precision will be required, as errors propagate.

Appendix D: Screening procedure and results

An initial virtual screening of gate molecules was per-
formed to assess the promise of finding viable candidates.
Because azulene and its derivatives are already known to
have long-lived second excited states, this initial effort
was focused on molecules chemically similar to azulene.
The screening library consisted of 180 molecules from
two sources: (1) purchasable molecules in the eMolecules
database (www.emolecules.com) with the fused five- and
seven-ring structure to azulene (including heteroatoms in
the fused-ring structure itself), and (2) azulene molecules
functionalized by alkyl groups and small rings that had
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been used to tune the electronic structure of organic
light-emitting diode molecules [18].

Each molecule was subject to a protocol of TD-DFT
electronic structure calculations (B3LYP/6-31G(d))
scored on six criteria (from a scale of 0 to 1, with 1 being
the most desired) for this initial screening:

1. The S0 to S1 vertical excitation energy (from the
S0 minimum) was given a score of 1 if the transition
is predicted to be in the visible region (1.6 to 3.3
eV) and given a score of 0 otherwise.

2. Likewise, the S1 to S2 vertical excitation energy
(from the S1 minimum) was also scored in the same
discrete fashion as the S0 to S1 transition.

3. A rough estimate of the angle between the S0 to S1
and S1 to S2 transitions dipole vectors was obtained
at the S0 geometry. The angle between the two
vectors then used as the input to the formula

||sin(2φ)||
where φ is the angle between the two vectors. This
function goes to zero when the vectors are coin-
cident. Although this scoring function peaks at
90◦, which is not necessarily the optimal angle
for these two transitions, these scoring functions
mainly serve to exclude molecules rather than pro-
vide a definitive ranking at this stage.

4. The oscillator strength of the S0 to S1 vertical
transition was scored relative to the population
of molecules screened. Here, the median oscilla-
tor strength was assigned a score of 0.5. Then,
each molecule was evaluated relative to this median
molecule according to the formula
1
3 (log10(µ))− log10(µref )) + 0.5

where µ is the oscillator strength of the molecule
of interest and µref is the median transition. This
score is also capped to be no larger than 1 and no
smaller than 0, allowing molecules to have up to 1.5

orders of magnitude less than the median oscillator
strength before being considered dark.

5. The oscillator strength of the S1 to S2 vertical tran-
sition (this time again from the S0 geometry at this
rough screening stage) was evaluated in the same
manner as criterion (4), this time with the median
S1 to S2 oscillator strength serving as the 0.5-scored
reference point.

6. Finally, molecules thought to be prone to intersys-
tem crossing were eliminated. Energy levels of the
adiabatic S1, vertical S1, and vertical S2 levels were
compared with those of the vertical T1, T2, and T3
levels as a proxy to look for closely spaced potential
energy surfaces. Any molecules with energy lev-
els within 0.025 eV (the product of the Boltzmann
constant and 300 K) of each other were assigned
a score of zero, and minimum gaps outside of this
value were scored according to the formula

10× ||(Emin − 0.025)||
As with the other scoring functions, this was
capped at 1.

Out of the library of 180 molecules, there are 40
molecules that have a non-zero geometric mean of these
six scores, indicating that at this initial survey there is
a space of promising molecules to be further explored.
A more complete multi-step screening procedure, which
may search other molecular classes as well as strongly
interacting dimers, will be completed in a subsequent
study.

The final essential screening criterion is to estimate
excited state lifetimes of the G molecules, which would
be done in part by finding nearby conical intersections
between potential energy surfaces. Though finding con-
ical intersections is computationally much more time-
consuming than calculating the molecules’ other relevant
properties, such calculations are possible to perform [29–
31].
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